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Relationship labels 
 

Relationship elements used with ITEM (bibliographic records only) 
 

 
Authority records: Currently Item to Entity relationships are not recorded in NACO practice. 
Links from items to entities (and vice versa) are not currently possible in NARs because 
authorized access points for items are not yet made in PCC practice. 
 
Bibliographic records: Item to Agent relationships are currently recorded in PCC 
bibliographic records; inverse Agent to Item relationships are not recorded. 
 
Bibliographic records: Item to WEMI relationships are currently recorded in PCC 
bibliographic records in linking fields; inverse WEMI to Item relationships are not recorded. 
[MGDs NOT DONE this round]. 

 
 

Item to Person 
 

related person of item  
Definition: A person who is associated with an item. 
PCC relationship label: related person 
Inverse: related item of person 
 

annotator  
Definition: A person who adds notes and other information to an item by 
hand. 
PCC relationship label: annotator 
Inverse: annotator of 
 

autographer  
Definition: A person whose manuscript signature appears on an item. 
PCC relationship label: autographer 
Inverse: autographer of 
 

binder person  
Definition: A person who binds an item. 
PCC relationship label: binder 
Inverse: binder person of 
 

collection registrar person  
Definition: A person who is a curator who lists or inventories items in a 
collection aggregate. 
PCC relationship label: collection registrar 
Inverse: collection registrar person of 
 

collector person  
Definition: A person who is a curator who brings together items from 
various sources that are arranged, described, or catalogued as a 
collection. 
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PCC relationship label: collector 
Inverse: collector person of 
 

curator person  
Definition: A person who conceives or manages the aggregation of an 
item in an exhibition or collection. 
PCC relationship label: curator 
Inverse: curator person of 
 

current owner person  
Definition: A person who has current legal possession of an item. 
PCC relationship label: current owner 
Inverse: current owner person of 
 

custodian person  
Definition: A person who has legal custody of an item. 
PCC relationship label: custodian 
Inverse: custodian person of 
 

dedicatee person of item  
Definition: A person to whom an item is dedicated. 
PCC relationship label: dedicatee 
Inverse: dedicatee person of item of 
 

depositor person  
Definition: A person who is a current owner of an item who deposits the 
item into the custody of another agent without transferring ownership. 
PCC relationship label: depositor 
Inverse: depositor person of 
 

donor person  
Definition: A person who is a former owner of an item who donates the 
item to another owner. 
PCC relationship label: donor 
Inverse: donor person of 
 

former owner person  
Definition: A person who has former legal possession of an item. 
PCC relationship label: former owner 
Inverse: former owner person of 
 

honouree person of item  
Definition: A person who is honoured by an item. 
PCC relationship label: honouree 
Inverse: honouree person of item of 
 

illuminator person  
Definition: A person who decorates a specific item using precious metals 
or colour, often with elaborate designs and motifs. 
PCC relationship label: illuminator 
Inverse: illuminator person of 
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inscriber  

Definition: A person who writes a statement of dedication or gift on an 
item. 
PCC relationship label: inscriber 
Inverse: inscriber of 
 

modifier person  
Definition: A person who makes changes to an item without creating a 
new manifestation. 
PCC relationship label: modifier 
Inverse: modifier person of 
 

owner person  
Definition: A person who has current or former legal possession of an 
item. 
PCC relationship label: owner 
Inverse: owner person of 
 

restorationist person of item  
Definition: A person who is responsible for the set of technical, editorial, 
and intellectual procedures aimed at compensating for the degradation of 
an item by bringing it back to a state as close as possible to its original 
condition. 
PCC relationship label: restorationist 
Inverse: restorationist person of item of 
 

seller person 
Definition: A person who is a former owner of an item who sells the item 
to another owner. 
PCC relationship label: seller 
Inverse: seller person of 
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